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Our mission.

Saving lives. Improving health. Transforming futures.
4,000 staff (including 1,000+ nurses and midwives)
147 projects in 40-50 country offices
Jhpiego’s role in SOWN—collaborative with WHO

- Formal Member of SOWN Steering Committee
- Named WHO SOWN Contractor June 2019
  - Supporting Data Reporting and Validation in all 6 WHO Regions (194 Countries)
  - Conduct Global, Regional, Sub-Regional and National Analyses
  - Formulate 80 Page SOWN Report

*Flexibility to country needs and operating through existing WHO data reporting structures and processes is essential for success!*
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- Sarah Fitzgerald-Briscoe– Program Coordinator
- Leah Hart- Technical Advisor
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- Anna Bryant- Technical Specialist
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